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Maldwyn Dragons Gymnastics Club Birthday parties 

Maldwyn dragons offer a fantastically unique opportunities when it comes to birthday parties. Below 

is an outline of how the parties work and options available. 

Types of party: 

Structured Free play 

These sessions are tailored to structure of 
learning skills with appropriate progressions 
under full instruction by a qualified coach. 

These sessions are led by a fully qualified 
gymnastics coach and are structured but with 

the opportunity to be able to go and explore all 
of the gym (under the observant eye of the 
coach) with stations set up to go explore. 

Please note all 5 and under parties the type of party is Free play only  

Cost: 

Up to 20 gymnasts/guests Up to 30 gymnasts/guests 

£80 £120 

Gymnasts / guests are people joining in  

Structure: 

Main hall doing gymnastics – free play or 
structured working with a BG certified CRB/DBS 

checked coach, who will make the party truly 
memorable with their enthusiasm and 

knowledge,  

Viewing gallery / party room – buffet style 
catering supplied by yourselves, time to sit back 

and regain some energy for all of our 
partygoers, enough time to have some food, 

and that most important cake!! CD player 
provided so if you would like to play music or 

do any games you can. 

1 hour in the main hall 45 minutes in the party room 

Free squash is provided during all parties during the time in the main hall 

Optional extras: 

Party bags If you would like supplied party bags our friends 
at toystop in Llanidloes will provide at an 
additional cost. All you have to do is let us know 
how many party bags you would like and how 
much you would like to spend per bag 
(boys/girls)  

Maldwyn the Dragon Mascot For an additional £10 you can have a special 
visitor join In with the gymnastics time in the 
main hall, maldwyn the dragon, our club 
mascot, he will make the gymnasts roar with 
laughter and brings a unique element to any 
child’s party.  
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